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Here's the Deal . . .
**Humboldt High's Top Ten**

10. **Top worst things about the first day of school**
   
1. Filling out those dang manilla cards.
2. Waking up early in the morning.
3. Waiting for your PIN.
4. Waiting for a schedule change.
5. Getting homework.
6. Finding out that you have Saturday school from last year.
7. Having the candy machine take your money.
8. Finding your way to a new class.
10. Getting your hair caught in your locker.
When the road was long,
We walked it together;
When the road was difficult,
We helped each other;
When the road was joyful,
We remebered it forever;
When the road is ours alone,
We will go in love;
When the road opens before us,
We will begin separate lives.
Senior Favorites

Saying: Blah! Blah! Blah!
Movie: Friday
T.V Show: N.Y. Undercover
Hangout: Rich's Porch
Class: Spanish

Teacher: Mr. Klepperich
Song: Gansta's Paradise
Actor: Jim Carey
Actress: Sandra Bullock
School Event: Homecoming

'96 Senior Poll

Lives for spirit week
Shauna Skarda
Bill Hodge

Likely to be on the cover of Sports Illustrated
Liz Smith & Tyler Diaz

Mr. & Ms. Congeniality
Rick Belmonte
Brenda Matters

Never stops trying
Fernando Montanez
Sarah Haney

Could talk their way out of anything
Nikki Piringer
Josh Putrzenski
The next Jim Carey & Ellen DeGeneres
Nadine VandenBosch
Chris Foss

Stay off the sidewalks if these two are driving
Rich Revord
Tina Castillo

Next Presidents of the United States
Jody Napier
Jesse Tejeda

Always has an apple for the teacher
Brian Wetzel
Wendy Quesada

That was you in 7th grade?
Jerry Melgar
Treena Ramirez

Most likely to write a gossip column
Phil Nelson
Mari Tototzintle

Most likely to clear out the fridge
Taryn Baumgardner
Eric Bobick
Joe Babcock
Baseball 9-10, JROTC 11
Humboldt, Humbman. What to say? School is a blur. I’m glad it’s done, it wasn’t much fun. I went to Subway for lunch today. Drive Aspens. A-D-RO-CK. And now I’d like to introduce; I pass the mike to D.

Kris Askerooth
Best Worker Award-Summer of ’95, Perfect Attendance Award 94-95.
I remember some of my favorite teachers and helpers. Mike Lutze, Ms. Dresen, Mrs. May, Nester my bus aide and my friends Melinda, Laura, Nicole and Mary Beth.

Eric Barbot
Basketball 9-12
Let me recognize JY, PN, MU, DC, JL, PB, OP, JZ, DL, JB, BB. Thanks to all my teachers. And most of all thanks to my family. Time to move on.

Brian James Barkley
Concert Band 9-12, Advanced Auto 9-12.
Homecoming week, advanced auto, parties, Prom GH, MK, KR, EB, CM, KH, TC, CB, ES, concert band you know who you are, and adv auto. Thanks to Mr. Wert, Ms. Larkey, my parents, friends, and to my girl DIOMNU, I love you.

Susan Barlow
Richard L. Belmonte

NHS 12, Band 8-10, Jr. & Senior Executive Board

To my buds BH (speak english) BH (Billy Ray Jim Bob Ringworm) AL, AH, KS, AE, FN, AP, and to all the others. Special thanks to my mom, Hockey, and all my teachers.

Matthew W. Bleakmore

Golf 12

Dodge, it started way back in history with AdRock, MCA, and me Mike DCowboy. The Aspen will cut you mine. I gotta snake, P.P.P.P. MCA lets rock this joint in the old school way. JB, JG, OF, FU, PP, PP, BY, MT, MS, AC, MS, & MM.

Eric A. Bobick

Track 9-12, X-Country 9, Football 11-12, NHS 12, YR. Bk. Asst. Ed. 12

Dude! Your Ma! Peace to the fellas-KO: K-12 bro. BW. Thanks for being there bro. RR: Just chillin. RD: Nice Set. MB: BBQ sauce. PN: You gettin a system, Bulls #23, JM, -JT, CF: Lets go to Total. Love to the ladies-JN(D): Get that dot off your head. AN: Getting married at Cherokee Park. MT: SCRUB! WQ: That's not bone right there. CF: Got your spandex. TG: playin quarters/darts. Peace to all my other friends. Thanks to my family. I'm out. BOOYA!
Crystal Brandt

Band 9-12, Asian Club 9-12, Prom Comm. 10-12, St. Coun. 9, French Club 9-11, Share & Cr. 9-12, Fresh Force 10,11.


Paul M Borgan


Nhien Bui

Heather Ann Bunker

My homies CR, TC + Lilydale, AC + Radisson, VM + Futon, Geon Gean, MT + Donik, EK, MM + choker!, CT + Baby, Angie + Baby + is the basement door locked, Mike, Isaac I love you, much love to my mom. Thanks Dan, my six, my little sidekick STEJA, my uncle Bill. In memory of my Dad RIP, I finally did it.

Alese M. Castillo

My Amiga's y locas AR, MR, WQ, GZ, NB, SL, MZ, LW. The Lil one's Bella y Pedro. To all my family I told U I could do it. To my HB's. To my dad Pedro P. Castillo RIP. Pap 4 U all my love 93-7U. Remember' 94-Good & Bad X'S 95-alright 96 Da bomb!
Tina Teodora Castillo

Choir 10-12, Drama 10-12, Golf 11-12, Jr. Exec. Board 11


Erin Cochran

Joe Connolly

Bowling 10.

Thanks to all my friends for being nice to me.

Tina Cook

Band 11-12, Prom Committee 11-12, Senior Executive Board 12, Asian Club 12

Jazz and Will, slap snap psht, Buzz I love you!! Gobh thanks for the movie, strawberry pie, glasses and coffee pots, nitt time in the candy room, C.B, C.M, M.K, K.R, R.U, G.H. Love you Brian, Thanks to all, see ya.

April Clairmont

Basketball 9-12 (Capt. 11-12), Softball 9, Golf 11-12, Student Council 12

Miguel A. Cortes

French Club 9-11

I thank all of my teachers for helping me graduate. And thanks to my parents for their support. And especially to god. Gracias tambien a mis companeros de escuela. Y que sigan adelante. Good bye, adios, Au revoir Mile Hopen. Class of '96.

Tyler J. Diaz

Football 9-12, Hockey 9-12 (Hon. Men. 11), Baseball 9-12, Spanish Club 9-12, NHS 11-12, Student Council 12, Snow Daze 9-10


Jennifer Davidson

To all my friends and my whole family. I’m finally leaving and will be graduating with my class. Bye to all my buddies. D.S, S.K, S.J, R.P, L.H, S, M.J, and the obsessed males and to M.Y. I love you and also my best friend, B.J. I’m out.

Brian DuBois

Melissa Ann Dyrhaug

Int’l. Special Olympics 9, Soccer 9-10, Floor Hockey 9-10, Best Buddy program 9-12, Gold and Silver medals in swimming competition.

Thanks to all the wonderful teachers. I’ll always remember the fun times at Homecoming and Prom.
**Dennis Flanagan**

Adapted Soccer, Floor Hockey & Softball 11-12, Special Olympic Gold metals in Roller & Ice speed skating 10-12, Special Olympics Equestrian 10-11, S.T.E.P.S Program 11-12

Dances, Homecoming 95, Special Olympics Ceremonies

---

**Chris Foss**

**Hockey 9-12, Football 12**

Well it is over. To all my friends it has been great. A.C., my cuz SF, JT, TM, TD, TB, LS, RR, EB, KO, WQ, JR, DH, MM, CR, FA, FJ, BT, and anyone I forgot. THANKS. To my Mom and Dad. Dave and Katie you'll be here soon. A new beginning.

---

**Jesse Garland**

"MCA and B-Boys leavin' grad. day." Thax to my mom, family, friends, teachers. Hackin', Drawin', and learnin'. "Conformity is boring."

---

**Christina Gjerde**


Ms. Tiller's gym class was fun competition. Homecoming dance, dancing was great fun. Thanks to mom, my friends and teachers, I will never forget these years.

---

**Sarah Jo Flores**

**Volleyball 9, 11, Sno Daze Cand. 9**

Rebecca Gjerde


Ms. Larkey’s band, we had lots of fun. Homecoming dance, it was fun. Thanks to mom and all my teachers, it’s been four great years.

Sarah Marie Haney

Swimming 9-10, Volleyball 11-12, Cheerleading 9-12, Drama 9-11, Softball 9-12, Yr. Book Asst. Editor 11-12, Student Council 9-11, Student Council Pres. 12, JROTC 11-12, NHS 11-12, Sr. Ex. Bd. 12, Share & Care 9-12

Thanks to all my friends especially S.S, B.M, J.N, B.H, C.M, R.R, and to my family. I love you big sister! Thanks for the support. Yeager, M. Ekblad, Gaslin, Kriesel, Wolf, and Coach Hanson. Luv you all and God Bless.

Daniel Gould

Chad Grossman

Roble Hadi
Samuel Hernandez


Brian Hoffer


Erin Moran

Math Team 11-12, NHS 11-12, Peer Mediation 11-12, Debate 11, Spanish Club 10-12

Thank you to all my friend (U know who UR) & to all my family far & near. You've helped to make me who I am. Thank you for being there, caring, & all that. Thanks to Ms.S & Mr. M. for their confidence & support special thanks to Mom, Bob, & grandparents. You have something to do with everything that happens, you either created it, promoted it, or allowed it. Thanks & love ya!

Willard C. Hodge, Jr.

Football 9,10,12, Wrestling (Captain 12, All Conf.) 9-12, Baseball 9,10, Track 11,12, Band 7-11, St. Coun. 12, Jr & Sr. Ex. Bd., Snow Daze 11, Homecoming Cand. 12.

1st I want to thank my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, for all things are possible thru him. To the Matters and the Freeburg's thanks for the support, love, and guidance. All the times at IGH Grace and MFCON. The Band(SOTS). Jason thanks for your influence. Brenda, what do I say! April where do I begin,(10-6-93) Thank for everything. Love u lots! To my buds RL,PH,BB,RR,CM,AF,SK,KB Tk&TF. Last but not least thanx to my whole family. Especially thanx mom & dad, I did it! I love you. I'm outie, class of '96!!!!!
Mohamed Ibrahim

Soccer 9-12, Track (record holder in the 110 and 300 meter hurdles) 9,11,12, African American Club 12

Last spring when I was on track I had a lot of fun with my team.

Rachel Jensen

B-Ball 9, Band 9-12, JROTC 11,12, Mexico with Mr. Milles 11.

Kicking it on band field trips and summer band. All my homies MK, MS, TS, BB, TK, KR, MT, YS, and all the rest I haven't listed. Most of all to my mom, Mike, & Grandma. Thank you. Becca you're next. Tony then you little brother.

Michelle Keppers

Spanish Club 9-12, Band 10-12, Prom Comm. 10-12.

These years have been the best with you all!! Buzz, TC, CB, KR, RJ, JS, HB, AC, CR, BH, TK, MT, RB, RR, EB, UM, KG, GL, AH, BH, and everyone I missed. Teddy I love you!! Mom & Dad & family I made it, Love ya!!

Erin Noelle Kinsel

Softball 9-12, Soccer 12.

Taron, Liz, and Gina my #1 girls. Thanks for always being there. FBI, Hastings and taryn 94-95 straight drama nauh! AC raddisson CR, HB, CT + A, SF, NP, MT, CP, TP, CF, TB, the journey: JP, MM, AS, DM, and Nape 13 yrs it's been fun good luck! DW Hanson 7-24-95 I love you! Class of 96 and all I missed good luck! Dad, mom, Alison, and my little bro Adam, I couldn't have done it without you all!
**Tara Ann Koehnen**

**Volleyball 9-12.**


---

**Nicole Krenner**

**Adapted Floor Hockey 11, Softball 11-12, Soccer 12, “B” Honor Roll 10-11.**

Getting lost in the school freshman year. Having lunch with my friends. Working at Wilder and St. Matt’s day care in the Steps program.

---

**Armandina Landaverde**

**Student Council 12, Golf 12, Yr.Book 12.**


---

**James LaValle**

**Basketball 9-12, Football 10, Track 10-12.**

Shooting buks, and the van ride home with EB. Perkins at 4 am. Remeber EB. Mom, dad, did it told you I would. RIP grandma and grandpa.
**Becky Lee**


Thanks to my family and friends, I luv you all, LY, KX, YS, MV, CT, CV, KYY, SH, CX, YT, CV… Fun Flydays (the 13th), "Shopping" at Target with Mee & her little accident! MOA, Rdls, Cinnebons w/my great cuz PL, DL, NKL. So many mens. I'll keep with me 4-Ever. I will always remember & keep hoping TT 3-28-95.

**Morganna S. Lyng**

First I thank God for blessing me with confidence & my supportive family. Mom-thanks for all your support & early mornings. MJL, MML, & AFL-thanks for everything. Ins-auntie luv you. CK good luck. Granny-luv you. RS & SB-thanks. RIP, RS, KJ, CW, DS. To STF-you’ll always be in my heart.

**Tanya Yvonne Lopez**

Rajun w/ID, CA, TR, rack em up. Kellogg park, Phalen, B-Boy concert, cave suite, FL Prom-95,96, TP 96, CR in the fountain. "Ouch, that's a jalapeno!" My defective radio, I survived the night of 9/15/95! "Cool beans," CA, TR, CR, VM, MT, TC, CP, JD, & JW always in my memory. Thanks Chris, 6-14-94 I love you forever. Special thanks to my G-Pl, Nanem, & my mom for helping me through it all.

**Ker Lor**

Amanda Lynn Luedke

Softball 9-12, Volleyball 9,12, Cheerleading 10-12, St.Council 10,12, Sr. Exec. Board 12.

Sean Patrick Maloney

Swin Team 9, Stage Crew (Drama Club) 10-12, Var. Band 11-12.

Climbing up the roof...we go caught! Las Vegas '94. Kris the Bacons at the door! Swiped' pop from Mrs. C. Can we go in the cabin yet? NO! High up on the deck. April 16, 1995 my sweet Britts keep the smiles. Thanks mom & dad, love ya. I did it! Oh big sis -love ya.

Karla Martinez


Cristin McCurdy

Band 9-12, Span. Club 9-12, Softball 9, Prom Comm. 10,12, Asian Amer. Club 11,12, Math Team 11.

Crystal, remember the freeway? Tina, where's Rusly?! Richard U. thank you. Scaryface!! Dan U. I'll always remember you. SN you'll always have a place in my heart. To all my people: CB, TC, MK, RU, CA, DU, VS, SF, AH, GH. Buzz is here to stay?

Jerry Melgar

B-Ball 9-12, Baseball 9-12, Span. Club 9-12, Football 12, Sno Daze 11.


Brenda Marie Matters

Swimming 7-10, Cheerleading 10-12, NHS 11-12, Share & Care 7-12, Yr.Bk. 7-12 (Editor 12), Softball 10-12, Track 9.

Thanks to my personal Savior Jesus Christ thru whom all things are possible. Sarah it's been 10 fun filled yrs filled with many memories. Bill (10/16) you are the best, thanks for standing by me! To all my good friends: RL, DS, TK, AL, AS, NP, SS, TC, MT, IN, BT, MH, LB, TF, TF, SK, and to everyone else. Mom & dad-you're the greatest parents God could have given me. Jason what can I say? love you guys. In memory of my grandpa K - I love you and miss you lots. Class of '96 may God bless you in whatever you do! Bob's outta here!
**Mathaniel Mendez**

Football 10, Baseball 9, 10, 12, B-Ball 10.

BB, RF, DW, MB, CR, HB, LS, EK, GL, VM, MS, FJ, FR, MJK TM, JV, LJ, TM, MM RD. Thanks goes out to Rachel V. my lady Porvida, to my mom and dad and the whole Mendez family and to my Alaskan family and to my grandpa. I miss you 95. Peace to all the homies I missed. Hootie Hoo 96.

---

**Vanessa L. Moore**

Football Cheerleading 9, Sr. Executive Board 12.

Mis Amigas: HB, PW, TC, LC, (MAC), AC, CR, CA, TR, LL, TL, KF, WQ, SF, MT, CP, my `tli cuz MH and all the rest. The fellas: MJM, FI, DH, CM, and the fellas I didn’t mention. U know who UR. All the “memories”, Radisson, Lillydale, the PARTIES, HB fusion, Rack ‘em ups, cruisin in Chalo’s Cadi., Dales house, Paula’s (super god) House, Prom ’95, Tina’s driving. Mom, Monroe, baby Crumble and the rest of the family. Thanx for the love and support class of ’96, IT’S ALL GOOD.

---

**Fernando A. Montanez**

Baseball 9-12, B-Ball 10-12, Football 10-12.

The things I remember most are the football games, my teachers, and my fellow classmates. But I will never forget coach McDonough. What up Dude?!!

---

**Joe Moryn**

---

**Daniel Mustin**
**Philip J. Nelson**

Baseball 9, B-Ball 9-12.

Patrolling the Junior TP, basketball road games, pack ‘n the sky blue Escort, I’ll do the dishes, gossiping with MT, and of course to CR, VM, RB, EB, TK, CP, NP, JP, BH, JT, BW. Thanks Mike, Matt, Annette, mom, dad, and the rest of the family. We out “96”

**Nicole Newman**

**Kimberly Ann Nutzmann**

Drama 10, JROTC 11,12, Graphics 9,10,11, Spanish 9-12.

Thanks 2 all my teachers, especially Col Krissel, Sgt Hard-”It’s a no-brainer”-Sgt. Worhey, camp Ripley 94/95, also 2 my friends JW, CQ, TW, and L&D 2 Adam I love you 7/26/94. XX thanks and love 2 my mom, dad, and Brian. I made it!! 96 rules!

**Dayne Chase Nygaard**

PI Soccer 9-12, PI Hockey 9-12, PI Softball 9-12.


**Jody J. Napier**

Volleyball 9-12, B-Ball 9-12, Softball 9-12, St. Council 9-12, NHS 11,12.

Creeping Pumpkins 10-31-94, TPing ’95, Booya. Prom ’95, Dooey. Nobody told me. Camp Ripley 94&95. The seniors, and Frank. Annette hang in there, only two seasons left. JT & RR. OM. LS & TB sports will never be the same. FA, TD, JM, BW, EB, CP & MT, don’t lose touch. Chauna, thanks for being there, I’ll never forget ya. Erin, it seems like we’ve been friends forever. Nadine & Wendy the past 13 years have been fun, but too short; Poon sisters forever. Sen-Ben, I’ll always be there for ya. I’ll miss you all. Love Nape 96
**Kevin Ote**

Chillin' with tha crew: EB, RR, BW, JM, JT, CF, RO, MB, BD, the ladies: K-SA-D.A, TG, LS, MP, CW, JD, rollin' in the Ottcab, Melinda's, springbreak, Boyz n the hood porch, WS. It's all good when ya creepin', Dude, your ma, BLAH, BLAH, BLAH! The whole of it. Almighty SM. I'm boots to jet.

---

**Claudia Perez**

Volleyball 9-12, Cheerleading (Wrestling) 10, Track 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, UB 9-12.


---

**Amy Peterson**

Debate 11, Band 9.

I want to thank all of my teachers for a successful 4 years. The class of 1996 rules!

---

**Nicole Michelle Piringar**

Softball 9-12, Volleyball 11-12, Swimming 10, St.Council 9-12, Jr. Ex. Brd. 11, Drama 9-12, Sno-Daze Cand. 11, Cheerlead- ing 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, JROTC 11-12.

Kim Pittelkow

Josh Putzenski

Baseball 9-12, B-Ball 10-12, Football 9, 11, 12.

1st I wanna say I love Mom, Dad, Nicole, & Kirby. 2nd all the homies 3 chambers JM, it was fun but the best is yet to come! SS, JT, MM, FR, RD, KF, RR, TD, JC, TC, TB, LS 2 everyone I missed still love ya '96.

Christine Quayle

JROTC 11-12.

I would like to thank everyone especially my mom, my family, my boyfriend Tim B., and my friends KN, GW, RJ, and everyone else.

Kelly Caroline Reed

Choir 7-11, Band 10-12, Honors Choir 9-11, Prom Committee 10-12.

To all my bestest, better, good friends BR, Big T, Lisa, Goob, Lowell, TV, LU, MK, CB, TC, Buzz, Teddy, all the guys in Getbamanac, Little T/B 15-95, BB and CL saved the best for last. JVM-love you always! (12-24-95). Special thanks to Mom, Dad, Space, & Lisa. Never forget strawberry pie, sunshine '95, prom, Friday night poker, & the tragic wagon. Provalone!
Richard A. Revord

Baseball 9, B-ball 9-12, Football 12, Track 11,12, NHS 11,12, St.Council (sec.) 12, Concert Choir 9,12, Spanish Club 9-12, Sr.Ex.Board 12.

Rob-Spr.break! Rollin in the Otcah, P-Ride, A-Wax, Da summer krew EB, KO, JM, JT, TD, BW. All the ch'cas-CP, MT, TK, NP, WQ, SS, TG, TB, LS, BM, & NE 1 else U No who U B. U have 2 pump it Tnall SM. Caliplayas, '86 Lancer RIP. Melinda, is it mine? Thnx to my parents, Peterson, Mr. Mikes, I'm outta here.

Cassandra Robinette

Cheerleading 9-11, Drama 9-12, St.Council 9,10,12, Track 9.

My B. partner HB, AC (Rad '95), TC (PO), MT, (Buzz), CP (Do I look pretty), SP, CT + Baby, MM, Hi-Lo, CA, TR, TL, AL (picket fence). Chillin w/ EB, TL, LS, CF, RR, PN, VM (NY '95), Angie + baby (is the basement door locked?) H/M TG, RD, thanks to my family & Mike for your support. Luv ya mom. Much love to the class of '96.

Chad Sabanjo

Melinda Renn

Hilary Roach

1996 Seniors
Azlan Sanchez

Mary Beth Saumweber

Adapted Soccer, Floor Hockey, & Softball 10-12. State Soccer & Softball 11.

Homecoming dance. 1930 Como, Co-op, Resources, Good job coaches, sport coaches, great teachers, super friends. Thanks to all!! Love ya mom, dad, Tricia, Tony. Thanks Elise. I want lot lunch!

Becky Silberg

Shauna L Skarda

Cheerleading 9-12, St. Council 9-12 (VP 12), Softball 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, JROTC 11,12.

SH, JN, NF, TK, MT, AL, BM, RR, BW, EB, JT, TD, JM. Cheerleaders thank you for the support and memories. Jeremy I love you-12-24-93. Best cuz Amy, thank you for everything, T'ing 95. Prom 94-96, Little sis (Re-Re) hang in there, you'll make it. Most of all mom & dad, thank you so much for your understanding. I love you both! Love Shauna '96!

Salvadore S. Satar

Aldo's Dungeon, Fatal attractions 8-11, familia, Aldo's gigs, homecoming '94.
Amy E. Smith

Cheerleading 9, B-Ball 9,10, Volleyball 10, Math team 9-11, NHS 11,12, Sr. Ex. Board 12, St. Council 10, Speech/Debate 11, French Club 10,11, Spanish Club 9-11.

Spring break '93 Mexico, Meeting TR in the Cancun, lov ya! Snow Daze '93, '94. Homecoming SS, TK, NP, FJ, TK-thaxn 4 being there! Thats to all my inspirations throughout my life. Mom thaxn 4 putting up with me & always being my friend.. dad thaxn 4 your protection & trying to understand me! You did good! I luv U guys! To my bros, stick to it, you're next!

Elizabeth A. Smith

Volleyball 9-12, B-Ball 9-12, Softball 9-12.

First thanx to my mom & dad for always loving me. 2nd 2 all my friends #1 Tasy B/ B/F. Etin, Bslim bud A-re! (FAB #3) Mari, AK, GL, TG, SF, WQ, MM, RD, JT, KO, CF, & who ever else I forgot. Love its all good! T's camper! Gu's Hotel "94", Jose Ruiz I luv U 1/1/94 TLA. Hi to my bro's and sis's, my gelly! Love you all, Thanx 4 everything. Class of "96"

Jason Standley

Christine Marie Taylor

Softball 9,10.

I did it! Luv to my friends EK, CR, HB, GL, AK, TB, SL, NP, TK, MT, CP, and all the friends I missed. To the two I love always and forever Antonio (6-22-95) and Tony (8-19-94). Luv to my B/F Amiee and my family I love you all. Thanks so much.

Jesse W. Tejeda

Baseball 9-12, Football 9-12, St. Council 12, NHS 12.

Speed skater, T's garage, 50 mph, MB's Booya, JM, TD, MB, RR, CF, JP, BW, KO, LS, MT, JN, NB, WQ, everybody else, you know who you are. Jeni, Drea, Michelle, I love ya! Mom and dad, couldn't have done it without you.
Laura Amy Thoemke

Soccer 10.

I remember all my friends-Nicole Krenner, the twins-Janet and Carrie. I remember my teachers, Mike, Karla, Mary, and Mr. Morrissey. I remember going to my job sites.

Marisela Inez Tototzintle

Volleyball 9-12, Drama 9-12.

Creepin' Pumpkins + TP, 2 mi mejor amiga porvida Claudia P. 8 yrs. Loca Promise? FF Tina Wina-movies/ Jr PO, Tara-arvan, Wendy-6 hrs. SP, CK-Gig, HB-Doink, h/s, notes 2 Liz, AC-Rad. 95, AL-RM, IN, AN, TB, EK, GL, VM, CT, DS, CT, MV, ZY, NP, SS, NV, TL, AL, HG, PB, HEM-TG, RD, Da Boyz JM, JT, RR, TD, PN-Gossip, SH-Lem?; EB-Scrub. 2 mi familia M, R, Nena, ZSK, and mom & dad. Lav you always, Gracias por todo! C/O 96!

Kevin Tunison

Football 9-10, Wrestling 9,10,12, French Club 10-12, St. Advisory 11-12.

BM, MM, NM, DN, TD, JC, MG, FA, JK, DG. Chillin' at Pizza Factory, Wayne Stock, the LTD, Fourz! Pops for the support, mom, this is for you. Colonel & Ms. Hopen. Angelia (8-23-95) for takin' me from the wildside, forever. Oh, and the rumor's a lie! '96.

Chuayi Thao

Asian Amer. Club, Share & Care, French Club (treas. 9) 9-12, Math Team 10-12, Jr. Ex. Board 11, Prom Committee 11, NHS 11-12, Soccer (capt. 12) 11-12, Badminton 9,11-12, Sr. Ex. Board 12, Close-Up 9, JROTC 11.

CP, CX, & the "GUYS" 2nd hour w/Emee. Mee's silly jokes. B/F A Mimi + Ace. JLC 4-ever. CX, KY, CV, YT, MV, BL, Aft. Prom '95, math meet browies, My teachers: Ms Madame-Merci!, Mr. Eklald, Mr. Teweton & Mr. Alex: Thanks to all my friends for their smiles! Thanx for believing in me - va tuag Ms + Pa. PT, MTT, YMT, I luv U guys! C/O 96-Best of luck!
Nadine H. Vandenbosch

Band 9-10, JROTC 11-12, B-Ball 10, Softball 10-12, Hockey 12, Math Team 10-11, St. Council 12, Sr. Ex. Board 12, NHS 12.

Camp Ripley 95! Campin' last summer 2/EK & JN. Booya, T-Peeing 9/95. JN quit getting caught! I'll miss you all class of '96! JT, JM, TD, RR, SS, BW, MT, CP, TB, TK, NP, LS, AC, GL, TC, CF, EB, WQ, and especially JN! RIM 10/23/92, love you! Dave, Deanna, you're next. Thanx mom, dad, & Nicole, I've made it!

Richard Uber

Math Team 10-12, Band 9-12, French Club 7-12.

Fun Fun Fun!!! My best to the staff. Don't let the good times falter. Peace, love, and happiness to all. Special thanks KR, CB, Buzz, AH, & TC.

Chou Vang

Asian Amer. Club 9-12, Jr. Ex. Board 11, Sr. Ex. Board 12, Share & Care 9-12, Badminton 9-12, Band 9, Prom Committee 11.

"Prom 95,96", tubing-Apple River, HAAC dances, France Tour 96'. Special thanks to Ka and Zoua for listening and always being there for me. Mom, dad, Shujing, my one and only sister, Allan Kong "I love you all!" KYY, ZV, YT, CT, MV, BL, KLY, CX, CFV, & TY.

Chue Feng Vang

Peer Mediator 11-12, JROTC 11-12, V. Soccer 9-12, Tennis 10, Basketball 9, French Club 9-12, Asian Amer. Club 9-12, Fresh Force 9-12, Share & Care 9-10, Math team 9-12, MEP 9-12, Track 9, NHS 11-12, JEB 11, SEB 12, St. Advisory 11-12.

When the morning sun rise, we all hope to enjoy each day of our lives, wishing that each day will bring us happiness, I will always remember these days, specially "Love 93-95."

Jhoua Vang

Tennis 11-12, Soccer 11-12, Upward Bound 9-12, JROTC 10-11, Volleyball 10-11.

Love the one I love. Never forget Humboldt High School.
Mee Vang


I remember my teachers. The Brownies at Math meet! Most of all, the 3 musketeers! To my family—thanks 4 everything NAAM + TXIV…You’re the best! My grandma’s & grandpa…I’ll always remember you.

Jose Villegas

Wrestling 9 & 11, Band 7-11.

I just remember making lots of friends and always wanting to be with them.

Steven Wantless


Mai Zoua Vang

Volleyball 9-12, Badminton 10, Track 9, Speech/Debate (NFL – emerald seal) 9,10, Asian Amer. Club (treasure) 10-12, Math team 10-12, French Club 9,10, NHS 11,12.

Life carries us through time so fast; now is the moment to say farewell at last. Some memories fade and become old, but those of people dear to me will continue to grow. DS-4-ever you will have a place in my heart; CV-greatest cuz ever! My friends: CX, CP, KY, CT, MT, YT, MV, & TX. I wish you the best! Special thanks: dad for your support, Mr. Yeager for your guidance and inspiration, and God for a second chance to live in this beautiful world! All my love-Zoua.

Elena Piaberta Wedeking

Floor Hockey 10.

Thanks to all my teachers and job coaches.
Brian J. Wetzel

Baseball 9-12, Football 10-12, Swimming 9, NHS 12, French Club 9-11.

The good time: New Year’s ’95, T’s garage, RR’s party, Rollin’ in the Ott Cab, the Magnet thing, They’re Not Human Beings. To the Fellas: EB, KO, RR, DJ, JT, JM, TD, FN. Thanks mom, dad, John, Colleen, Jaime I love you all. I’m about to Jet. BOOYA.

Carter Xiong


Flying every morning, procrastinating. Oh yeah those were the good old times. Thanks for all your support mom & dad & everybody I love ya. Friends forever CPV, BL, VV, CT, CV, MV, KLY, & KYY.

Chase Xiong
To Tong Xiong

Badminton 9, 10, 12, NHS 11, 12, JR. Ex. Bd. 11, Band 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, Math Team 9-11, Asian Amer. Club (Pres.) 9-12, Sr. Ex. Bd. 12.

Ka Ying Yang

Badminton 9, 10, 12, NHS 11, 12, JR. Ex. Bd. 11, Band 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, Math Team 9-11, Asian Amer. Club (Pres.) 9-12, Sr. Ex. Bd. 12.

I remember my very first birthday, celebrated at Jackson Elementary. My ESL teacher gave me a bike & I'll never forget her. My English teachers for motivating me into writing and reading. My art teachers who taught me to express my artistic skills.

Yeng Yang

HAAC 9-12, Spanish Club 9, 11, JROTC (Color Guard) 11, 12, Peer Mediator 12, Sr. Ex. Bd. 12, Cheerleader 12.

Michael J. Zamarripa

Seniors 27
You want us to do what?
Josh Putrzenski and Chris Foss

Blah! Blah! Blah!
Jerry Melgar

Watch out for Tanya Harding!
Tyler Diaz

Joey! Where are you?
Liz Smith

I got mocos.
Nadine VandenBosch

“Let’s groove tonight!”
Mathan Mendez

Zzzzt! Zzzzt!
Taryn Baumgardner

Dude, I can do that.
Chris Foss and Fernando Montanez
All the others

UNDERCLASSMEN
'97 '98 '99
'00 '01

Staying in the Game

We are as great as the dreams we dream, as great as the love we bear, as great as the values we redeem and the happiness we share. We are as great as the truth we speak, as great as the help we give, as great as the destiny we seek, and as great as the life we live.
Acesor, Mark
Aguilar, Maria
Albertson, Marsha
Alexander, Alicia
Allman, Zachariah

Arroyo, Francisco
Aviles, Minelly
Bahl, Jose
Baker, Betsy
Batchelor, Robyn

Bilek, Andrew
Blair, Cassie
Boven, Rebecca
Brown, Michael
Brown, Trebor

Bugg, Charles
Bustamante, Marco
Calkins, Nathan
Capuzzi, Nicki
Case, Zandra

Castano-Weber, Angelina
Chann, Plitt
Chhem, Chhin
Clark Jr., Walter
Cody, Ian

Cradle, Julia
Cruz, Anthony
Cruz, Cristina
Cruz, Miguel
Cuellar, Iris

Daniels, Antoine
Day, Robert
Dessouki, Amer
Diaz, Pavel
Ellerbusch, Stacy

Farrell, Keana
Fierst, Timothy
Flores, Byron
Foss, Kashia
Freydy, Robyn

Froemel, Jack
Fuentes, Carlos
Galaviz, Tania
Garcia, Teresa
Garcia, Wenceslao

JUNIORS
10 Best excuses for not going to detention.

10. I had to work.
9. I had to pick up my mom.
8. I was just too lazy.
7. I had things to do and people to see.
6. I live on the other side of town.
5. There weren't any beautiful, girls/ guys to look at.
4. I twisted my ankle marching in JROTC.
3. I couldn't make it up the stairs.
2. I was kidnapped by aliens and they held me for 6 hours.
1. I kept tripping over my cordless phone.
Top reasons why the juniors can't wait to be seniors.

10. I can get on with my future and adult life.
9. I can get ready for college.
8. We are considered adults.
7. We get to have some fun.
6. I get to get out of the house.
5. I can graduate and get outta here.
4. We can finally pick on the underclassmen.
3. We get a "Senior Ditch Day."
2. We can pick Senior Slaves instead of being one.
1. We get to rule the school.
Addington, Indira
Anderson, Dana
Armstrong, Roderick
Arreguin, Daniel
Aubert, Tamika

Aura, Catherine
Bahena, David
Baines, Maurice
Bannie, Pamela
Barrett, Kevin

Basques, Richard
Bauer, Jerome
Baumgardner, Nathan
Becenti, Kee
Belmares, Vanessa

Benson, Amanda
Bobrowski, Stephen
Bougie, Michael
Bump, Gina
Caban, Milagro

Calkins, Lina
Cardenas, Daniel
Carlson, Shawn
Carmicle, Cissy
Carreras, Andre

Carreras, Roberto
Casillas-Navarro, Elizabeth
Cerney, Toni
Chapa, Omar
Chavez, Desiree

Cobb, Shelley
Cochran, Kelly
Cohen, Casey
Colburn, Curtis
Cornely, Nikisha

Coronel, Zaira
Croner, Lisa
Curry, Aaralisa
Danner, Jolene
Davidson, Joyce

Duncan, Jamie
Ellerbusch, Kelly
Engler, Rollie
English, Otrisie
Escobar, Melina

SOPHOMORES
Top reasons sophomores can't wait to get their license.

1. No more asking for rides.
2. I can feel what it's like to crash.
3. No more waiting at bus stops.
4. Every time I get mad at my mom I can just leave.
5. I can drive around and pick up guys/girls.
6. I can run people over.
7. It means FREEDOM.
8. I will get to drive...legally.
9. I need transportation.
10. No more asking for rides.

Espinoza, Marco
Finley, Ashaunta
Flores, Celena
Flowers, Christopher
Foss, David

Gangl, Dan
Garcia, Anthony
Gerena, Lizabelle
Gibeau, Melissa
Gonzalez, Erlinda

Hageman, Amanda
Haley, Christopher
Hall, Kenya
Hamilton, Tiara
Hang, Kou

Hanson, Daniel
Hebert, Joshua
Heinl, Corey
Her, John
Her, Mao

Her, Susan
Herrera, Jennifer
Herrera, Michael
Hicks, Crystal
Hobbs, Jason

Hodges, Alicia
Hofer, Jennifer
Holland, Richard
Holman, Jerral
Horst, David

Huerta, Melinda
Jackson, Brian
Johnson, Chad
Johnson, Daniel
Johnson, Kenneth

Johnson, Melody
Jones, Tashiba
Jungbauer, Scott
Karasz, Michael
Kellogg, Jason

Kenney, Lee Ann
King, Xavier
Kivel, Geoffrey
Kopinski, Amy
Lapanta, Anthony
Lavalle, Jessica
Lee, Lucky
Lugo, Rodolfo
Lopez, Crystal
Lor, Tou Lee

Love, Curtis
Lowen, Jeffrey
Lugo, Aysha
Ly, Kao
Ly, Nicole

Ly, San
Lydon, Timothy
MaiseJ, Shawn
Malecha, Mindy
Mark, Sarnan

Markfort, Tasha
Martinez, Anton
Martinez, Maria
Matthews, Angelika
Mauricio, Shanda

Mayfield, Blythe
Mayne, Brook
McFaggan, Anthony
McKee, Christina
McKinney, Fred

Mejia, Olvin
Mendoza, Joseph
Menjivar, Cesar
Montez, Leandra
Morales, Raquel

Motley, D'Andrea
Moua, Lee
Moua, Ye
Mueske, Randi
Nadeau, Jason

Naredo, Juan
Nelson, Annette
Nelson, Jennifer
Ngan, Tol
Nguyen, Jacqueline

Nguyen, Mimi
Nutzmann, Brian
Owens, Danielle
Pabst, Christina
Paquette, Maria

SOPHOMORES
10 Best excuses for being late to class.

10. I was in the bathroom.
9. I was repeatedly trampled on the stairs.
8. My shirt got caught on the trash can in the hallway.
7. I was caught in a traffic jam.
5. My wheelchair got a flat.
4. This fine guy/girl walked by and I slipped and fell.
3. I'm never late, the bell is just early.
2. The hall monitors were holding me hostage.
1. I hit my head on the orange pillar & got amnesia.
Thao, Chee
Thao, Kong
Thomas, Felicia
Thomas, Mario
Thompson, Geraldine

Tolefree, Razhan
Trevino, Carlos
Vail, Canielle
Vail, Danielle
Valenzuela, Emma

Valenzuela, Javier
Vallejo, Maria
Vang, Chong
Vang, Houa
Vang, Mia

Vang, Yae
Vang Soua, Thao
Vazquez, Mercedes
Villegas, Miguel
Vue, Albert

Waddell, Raymond
Wagner, Rebecca
Wanna, Melissa
Warns, Kristina
Wasmundt, Carrie

Wasmundt, Janet
Weiss, Bobbiejo
Western, Jessica
Wiegel, Joseph
Wilson, Michael

Wylie, Damion
Xiong, Pa
Xiong, Pao
Xiong, Robert
Xiong, Thai

Yang, Kim
Yang, Lee
Yang, Mai
Yang, Xue
Zamarripa, Sara

Zambrano, Guadalupe

SOPHOMORES
10 Best excuses for not handing in homework.

10. The TV swallowed it.
9. My parents didn’t understand it.
8. It got caught in the garbage disposal.
7. My creative juices weren’t flowing.
6. I had to go fight in Bosnia.
5. A tornado hit my house.
4. I borrowed it to David Vandenbosch and he never returned it.
3. I didn’t have the equipment.
2. It causes migraine headaches.
1. It violates my religious beliefs.
Top reasons freshmen like being in the senior high.

10. More classes to choose from.
9. You get to hangout with the upperclassmen.
8. It has carpet.
7. It's just cool.
6. There aren't any more corny teachers.
5. You get to play on senior high sports teams.
4. You feel more mature.
3. Only three more years 'til graduation.
2. More after school activities.
1. You're superior to the junior high kids.
Top brand name shoes preferred in the ninth grade.

10. ProWings
9. Airwalks
8. New Balance
7. Keds
6. Converse
5. Champion
4. Adidas
3. Reebok
2. Fila
1. NIKE

FRESHMAN
Yang, Nou
Yang, Pa
Yang, Pa Houa
Yang, Peng
Yang, Phang

Yang, Xai
Yang, Xia
Yang, Yeng
Ygueravide, Hector
You, Samnang

Yussuf, Mohamed
Ziemann, Kevin

FRESHMAN
10 Top things to do when you're bored in class.

10. Draw in my notebook.
9. Write notes to people.
8. Fall asleep.
7. Do homework for other classes.
6. Stare into space.
5. Write all over my hands.
4. Talk to my friends.
3. Try to get sent out of class.
2. Get into my neighbor's conversations.
1. Start building a tower with my pencil erasers.
Dufresne, Elizabeth
Duggan, James
Duncan, Daniel
Dussling, Amber
Esparza, Justin

Esteban, David
Fercho, Raymond
Fish, Elizabeth
Flowers, Devale
Frazier, David

Froemel, Sam
Gamble, John Paul
Gamez, Janira
Garcia, Angelo
Gardner, Kimberly

Garza, Becky
Gonzales, Felicia
Haider, Saina
Hamilton, Phillip
Heidenreich, Stephaine

Hernandez, Laura
Hernandez, Luke
Hewitt, John
Hicks, Christine
Hochule, Nicholas

Holland, Valerie
Huerta, Francisco
Huerta, Sonia
Ibarra, Hector
Ibarra, Richard

Johnson, Danielle
Johnson, Tamiatrea
Johnston, Alan
Jones, Tiffany
Jones Jr., George

Jorge, Robert
Kast, Robert
Kaup, David
Kelly, Joshua
Kem, Chanmala

Kong, Christian
Kong, Sokunthea
Kou, Christian
Langeneks, Rebecca
Langlois, Nicholas
Top favorite Saturday morning show?

10. Winnie-the-Pooh.
8. The Little Mermaid.
7. WWF Mania.
6. MTV.
5. Garfield.
4. Looney Tunes.
2. I sleep in.
1. X-MEN.
10 Top brands of pop you prefer.

10. Squirt.
8. Wild Cherry Pepsi.
7. Root Beer.
6. Coke.
5. 7up.
4. Sprite.
3. Dr. Pepper.
1. Pepsi.
Zamarripa, Jesse
Zamora, Ermelinda
Zwinger, Elizabeth
10 Ten Worst things about being in 7th grade.

10. The small lockers on the 2nd and 3rd floor.
9. It’s like being in Kindergarten all over again.
8. You have more school days than the elementary kids.
7. Getting up at 6:00 a.m.
6. English class.
5. Going from the Jr.High to the Sr.High for classes.
4. Having lots of homework.
3. Running from class to class in five minutes.
2. You’re the youngest kids in the school.
1. Getting picked on by your older sibling’s friends.

Abbott, Katie
Acevedo, Darren
Aguirre, Maria
Arreguin, Valerie
Arroyo, Adam
Athey,なくても
Awger, Darren
Bell, Tiesha
Bjoranson, Adam
Blakey, Dennis

Achison, Wyatt
Auger, Darren
Bell, Tiesha
Bjoranson, Adam
Blakey, Dennis

Booker, Ashley
Bourgon, Steven
Boxley, Cyvel
Boxley, Tyvel
Boyd, Steven

Brennan, Jason
Brooks, Raina
Brooks, Ryan
Brown, Masheka
Brown, Nukeyia

Brownlee, Jaclyn
Bruber, Bradley
Bye, Kainani
Carlson, Nateira
Carroll, Gilbert

Casey, Brian
Castillo, Claudia
Cha, Mai
Chang, Mee
Charboneau, Rebecca

Chhem, Chealong
Cochran, Katie
Crandall, Joline
Culbertson, Bonnie
Cullom, Lynette

Danner, Brenda
Davis, Melissa
Delavega, Jonathan
Duenas Diaz, Ashok
Duncanson, Christina

Duran, Juan
Dusterhoft, Ted
Eckert, Sergio
Elizondo, Jennifer
Espinoza, Adan
10. Spaghetti and Meatballs.
8. Chicken Nuggets.
7. Italian Dunkers.
6. Fries.
5. Bacon Cheesburgers.
4. Chicken Patties.
3. Cheeseburgers.
2. Hamburgers.
1. Pizza.
10 Top classes taken by seventh graders.

10. Band
9. Science
8. Mac Lab
7. Study Skills
6. Spanish
5. Math
4. French
3. Phy-ed
2. Art
1. American History with Mr. McDonough

Vang, Cheng
Vang, Dennies
Vang, Joe
Vang, Ka Lia
Vang, Lee

Vang, Nhia
Vang, Noah
Vang, Nou
Vang, Nou
Vang, Phong

Vang, Shelley
Vang, Stephanie
Vang, Teng
Vang, Yer
Vanwert, Danielle

Vasquez, Melissa
Vaulx, Quentin
Vigil, Salvador
Villa, Maritza
Villagran, Guadalupe

Vidal, Orlando
Vu, Nguyen
Walker, Allen
Whipple, Lewis
Williams, Jose

Williams, Tiara
Willis, Julianne
Wilson, Lamont
Xiong, Mai cho
Xiong, Maly

Xiong, Merry
Xiong, Wang
Xiong, Yer
Yang, Kou
Yang, Kou

Yang, Merry
Yang, Nathan
Yang, Paa
Yang, Vandee
Young, Eric

Younghawk, Desiree
Zamora, Juan
Zuniga, Adam
Zuniga Jr., Arturo

SEVENTH
Mr. Larry Lucio is the new principal of Humboldt Senior High School Complex. He’s replacing Mr. John Ettlinger who retired last spring after serving 40 years in the Saint Paul Public Schools. Mr. Lucio is a former Humboldt graduate. He has served as a counselor and administrator in the past at Humboldt. He recently worked as a middle school principal in Minneapolis.

One of Mr. Lucio’s visions is to change the junior high into a middle school model with grades six through eight. These changes and other improvements at Humboldt could happen by next fall.

Welcome Mr. Lucio from all the staff and students at Humboldt Senior High School.
HUMBOLDT ADMINISTRATION

Senior High Assistant Principal Peter Christensen, Administrative Assistant Joe LaCroix, Junior High Assistant Principal Jack Hennessy, Administrative Assistant Noel Mehus

Lucie Argo
Teacher’s Aide

Valerie Atkinson
Counselor Assistant

Kathy Baekberg
Social Worker

Bernadette Bellows
English

Rose Berg
Math

Mimi Bianco-Howard
Junior High 3 R’s

Hector Castillo
LCD

Salomon Cejudo
LCD

Russell Christian
Educational Assistant

Rebecca Christopherson
Family/Consumer Science

David Cobbins
Teacher’s Aide

Peggy Cobbins
Teacher’s Aide

Michael Conway
Biology

Christine Coughlin
Educational Assistant

Christopher Danielson
French/Math

Jill Danner
Educational Assistant

Mary Dresen
Special Education

John Ekblad
Science/Math
Michael Ekblad
Peer Mediation/Science

Steve Elizondo
Art/Photography

Joanne Escobar
Educational Assistant

Ricardo Estrada
Teacher's Aide

Kathy Fuller
Family/Consumer Science

Nancy Galligan
Athletic Director

Marilyn Garcia
Counselor

David Garza
Teacher's Aide

Teresa Garza
Teacher's Aide

Marty Gaslin
Math

Jill Gebeke
Math

Nora Hansen
Teacher's Aide

Marjorie Hardy
Educational Assistant

Douglas Helfrich
Special Education

Linda Helisek
English

Lisa Herbert
World Language

Mary Hodek
Special Education

Carolyn Hodges
Montessori

Tim Hofmann
Montessori

Dianne Hopen
French

Charlene Hunter
Family/Consumer Science

Douglas Hurd
JROTC

Linda Johnson
English

Jeff Jonas
Educational Assistant

Dennis Juaire
ESL

Peggy Kelsch
Special Education

Buzz (Col.) Kriel
JROTC

Jeremy Lang
Reading/English

Pat Larkey
Band

Jeff LeVasseur
Educational Assistant
HUMBOLDT SECRETARIES

L-R: Anita Hilker, Sr. High Secretary, Karen McGinnity, Jr. High Secretary, Sue Bobrowski, Sr. High Guidance Secretary, Mary Jordan, Sr. High Secretary, Arlys Kohl, Jr. High Secretary, Angie Remackel, Sp. Ed. Secretary, Sue Pottz, Sr. High Secretary.
Work Hard Play
Hard
CALLING FOR THE BEST
School spirit comes out during the weeks of Homecoming and Sno-Daze. Activities on various days range from athletic events to comic dress-up days. Students participate in tricycle races, baby bottle, whipped cream pie eating contests, to Hat Day, 80's Day, Pajama Day, and Spirit Day. The dances and coronations top it all off at the end of the week. These activities make student life just a little more fun & exciting.
Maul The Minute Men!
Humboldt High School's Homecoming was an exciting week. "Most school spirit I've experienced in my four years here at Humboldt."-senior Tyler Diaz. Student Council organized a week of fun events leading up to a wild and crazy pep fest on Friday, October 6. That evening, the dance and coronation were held with the crowning of King, Chris Foss and Queen, Liz Smith. Saturday Humboldt's football team went out to Maul the Minute Men' from Central High School. They played hard with no regrets!

HOMECOMING

SPirit WEEk

Monday
80's Day

Tuesday
Work Uniform

The week of
October 2 - 7, 1995

Wednesday
Pajama Day

Thursday
Hat Day

Friday
Spirit Day

A blast from the past!
Liz and Erin found their old hair-dos.

The butcher, baker, candlestick maker.
Which one is Sarah?

Nighty, night!
Brian Wetzel takes a little nap.

I know I'm cool!
Chad poses for a rare shot.

We've got spirit!
Vanessa and Heather have class pride.
Homecoming Coronation
Beginning above from left to right: The Queen Liz Smith being crowned, Rich Revord & Liz Smith, Chris Foss & Jody Napier, Richard Uber & Marisela Tototzintle, King Chris Foss, Queen Liz Smith, Nicole Piringer & Bill Hodge, Chue Feng Vang & Ka Lia Yang, Jesse Tejeda & Chuayi Thao, The Royal Court.
Congratulations to all the royal couples!
On Thursday February 1st, Photographers Guild photographed students during both lunches. Students had a special opportunity to pose with their best friend or groups of friends. This event was sponsored by Humboldt Yearbook Staff as a fun event to begin February’s Snow Daze events.

Above, L-R: Yerson Tishler, Carrie Skinner, Becky Klinger, Missy Dyrhaug, Dayne Nygaard, Erin Horan, Mary Beth Saunweber.

Above left, Shauna and Shari Skarda

Left, Jenny and Jody Napier
Maria Martinez, Enma Velasquez, Erika Torres

Chuayi Thao, Amy Hughes, Mee Vang

Yolanda Luera, Alison Kinsel, Tania Galaviz

Morganna Long, Joyce and Jennifer Davidson

DW Hanson, Erin Kinsel

Wendy Quesada, and Mike Bougie

Evita Christopher

Yolanda Luera, Alison Kinsel

Lee Ann Kenny and Nicole Hogan

1st row, L-R: Amy Luedke, Wendy Quesada, Jody Napier, Tina Castillo. 2nd row, L-R: Erin Kinsel, Mari T., April Clarimont, Gina Lawrence, Casey Robinette

Jesse Rodriguez and Tony Cruz

June Phillips and Deshay Matthews

FRIENDS TEAM UP
Sno-Daze

There wasn’t any snow falling outside but Sno-Daze was a big success inside. The week’s festivities started off with the all popular pajama day. Many interesting pj’s, robes, and slippers were a common sight. Tuesday was a party at the beach. Despite the Arctic weather outside, students pulled out all those summer clothes and dared to wear them. Eventually though the sun went down, on Wednesday students sported their sports uniforms and jerseys. Thursday was a trip down memory lane with 50’s day. Those “Happy Days” returned with poodle skirts and leather jackets. To top off the week students showed off their school spirit and seniors were easily found wearing the classic “I’m a senior, worship me” t-shirts followed by the annual pep assembly. The coronation and dance was held Friday night to bring an end to an exciting week.

SNO - DAZE

SPIRIT WEEK

Beach Day
Sport Uniform Day
The week of February 26 - March 2
Spirit Day (Black & Orange)
Back to the Fifties
The Buzz Off
Sno-Daze Coronation

Beginning from left to right: Queen candidates Michelle Keppers, Casey Robinette, Ka Ying Yang, Wendy Quesada, & April Clarimont; Prince and Princess candidates Cassie Blair & Rob Day; Lord and Lady candidates Nick Molina & Honey Mercado; Lady Ricarda Salas & Lord Fabian Galaviz; Duchess Jamie Duncan & Duke Joe Smith; Queen Wendy Quesada & King Phil Nelson; Princess Tania Galaviz & Prince Sokha Phan; Duke & Duchess candidates Kenny Johnson & Lina Calkins, and Curits Love & Amanda Peterson; King candidates Phil Nelson, Terrel Aubert, Chong You, Jesse Garland, & Eric Bobick.
POINTS ADD UP

WILDCARDS

FOR A WINNING HAND
This year, an exciting event was put on by the Student Council, it was called “Ghost Out”. It was a week that dealt with drinking and driving issues to help make students aware of the dangers and casualties involved with drinking. The hard work by the Student Council made it a meaningful week. Besides serious issues like MAAD, Humboldt’s many clubs also contribute fun activities for students. Humboldt’s associations and clubs offer students a wide variety of enrichment activities.
Executive Boards

SENIOR EXECUTIVE BOARD

1st row, L-R: Amy Luedke, Wendy Quesada, Jody Napier, Tina Cook, Sarah Haney, Brenda Matters,
2nd row: Shauna Skarda, Ka Ying Yang, Mee Vang, Chuayi Thao, Chou Vang, 3rd row, L-R:
Nadine VandenBosch, Rick Belmonte, Ms. Hopen (advisor), Chue Feng Vang.

JUNIOR EXECUTIVE BOARD

“The Junior Class Executive Board is hard at work planning this year’s prom.
“Music of the Night”

STUDENT COUNCIL


NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

International Clubs

FRENCH CLUB
1st row, L-R: Nseu Thao, Victor Reynero,
2nd row, L-R: Jean-Michel Thao, David Vang, Insai Thao,
Albert Vue, Sam Stevens, 3rd row, L-R: Michelle Johnson,
Chuayi Thao, Mary Yang, Jessica McCurdy, 4th row, l-r:
Marie Taylor, Thao Ke, Mena Solina, Chou Vang, 5th row,
L-R: Elizabeth Loun, Ly Vang, Samnang You, Chou Feng
Vang, 6th row, L-R: Christine Vandeberg, Stacy Ellerbusch,
Richard Uber, 7th row, L-R: Kean Yoeun, Amanda Tugwell,
Brandon Simmons, 8th row, L-R: Ms. Madden (advisor), Ms.
Hopen (advisor), Amera Dessouki, Plitt Chann.

SPANISH CLUB
1st row, L-R: Indira Addington, Michelle Keppers,
Tina Cook, Cristin McCurdy.
2nd row, L-R: Desiree Chavez, Rich Revord, Jesse Tejeda,
Tyler Diaz, Fernando Montanez.
3rd row, L-R: Latishia Luna, Vanessa Moore,
Jerry Melgar, Derek Langeslay, Ms. Herbert (advisor).
4th row, L-R: Shawn Carlson,
Wendy Quesada, Jody Napier,
Mr. Milles (advisor), Ms. Anderson.
International Clubs

ASIAN CLUB
1st row, L-R: Officers: Xue Yang, Chou Vang, Mee Vang, Chee Thao, Kao Ly, 2nd row, L-R: Shelley Vang, Nathan Yang, Lee Vang, Lee Thao, Xai Lor, Merry Yang, 3rd row, L-R: Nalie Ly, Valerie Holland, Theresa Yang, Mai See Lee, 4th row, L-R: Ka Ying Yang, Chue Feng Vang, Minne Yang, Mai Thao, Na Thao, Mary Yang, Mao Lo, 5th row, L-R: Tou Lee Lor, Ye Moua, Samnang You, Ms. Herbert (advisor), Lao Lou Xiong, Mao Her, 6th row, L-R: Tina Cook, Miguel Villegas, Cristin McCurdy, Chuayi Thao, Kao Lee Her, 7th row, L-R: Carter Xiong, Mea Solima Xiong, Chou Vang, Tria Thao, Vaina Vang.

AFRICAN AMERICAN CLUB
Helping to shape future community leaders.
Back row, L-R: Brook Mayne, Julia Cradle, Kenny Johnson.
Front row, L-R: Mr. McMillan (advisor), Monica Bosby, Debra Smith.
"The math team competes in five meets during the year, with each meet having individual and team events. This year's team has a solid nucleus of seniors, and for the first time there are a good number of 9th and 10th graders on the team. More than ever it will be a challenge to pick the eight people out of twenty-six, to represent the team for each meet."

Row 1, L-R: Lao Xiong, Tou Lor, Ye Moua, Yae Vang. Row 2, L-R: Kean Yoen, Mena Solima, Asia Vue, Yang Lor, Michelle Johnson. Row 3, L-R: Chue Vang, Amy Hughes, Mee Vang, Chuayi Thao, Betsy Baker. Row 4, L-R: Miguel Villegas, Sam You, Annette Nelson, Jody Napier. Row 5, L-R: Stephen Babcock, Brian Wetzel, Dan Buckentin, Rick Belmonte. Row 6, L-R: Ms. Townsend, Amanda Peterson, Michael Brown, Jesse Tejeda. Row 7, L-R: Ms. Schroepfer, Mr. Severson, Albert Vu.

JUNIOR HIGH MATH TEAMS

Leadership

DEBATE

"The path to success in debate begins with research, organization, and teamwork. This year a number of students were introduced to this competitive activity." - advisor Mr. Egyhazi.

L-R: Mena Solima, Minne Vang, Yang Lor, Na Thao.

CLOSE-UP

The Capitol, White House, Supreme Court, Lincoln Memorial, Vietnam Memorial, Smithsonian, Kennedy Center, and the Pentagon were many of the places students visited during the week long Close Up program.

L-R: Amy Peterson, Rachel Egyhazi, Mohamid Ibrahim, Richard Uber, Bruce Vento, Daleny Savandy, Bill Hodge.
CONCERT BAND. Row 1, L-R: Ka Ying Yang, Indira Addington, Kirsten Feroe, Jessica McCurdy, Marie Taylor, Elizabeth Loun, Chong Yang, Row 2, L-R: Brandon Simmons, Stacy Reed, Virginia Schendel, Jolene Danner, Kathy Gunness, Stephanie Fogel, Belen Cabrera, Chica Mendoza, Jillian Butler, Dawn Stoffel, Jackie Nguyen, Row 3, L-R: Nick Kivel, Na Thao, Maurice Baines, Gabriel Monsour, Andy Dittrick, Mike Sierra, George Jones, Row 4, L-R: Richard Holland, Tim Kane, Anthony McFaggan, Stephen Babcock, Brian Barkley, Mikki McBain, Leandra Montez, Richard Uber, Miguel Villegas, Kevin Carlin, Tou Lee Lee, Ye Moua, Nicole Ly, Pao Yang, Row 5, L-R: Roberto Carreras, Marisol Salas, Eric Lindberg, Nicolas Macias, Keith Meloy, Mrs. Danter, Miss Larkey, Cathy Aura, Virginia Holland.

Super Bunch of Singers!

Concert Choir & Beginning Choir

Missing from photo: L. Cullom, G. Garrick, M. Harris, J. Gamez

BEGINNING CHOIR 1st row L-R D. Vang, J. Gamble, C. Castillo, B. Culbertson, R. Brooks, M. Cha, R. Franssen, R. Manley, W. Newell
3rd row S. Harris, T. Stone, N. Strain, C. Fierst, M. Villa, J. Paquette, C. Thompson, D. Stuempert, S. Gould
Missing from photo: G. Carrera, E. Garza, A. Kinsel, J. Pujols, C. Vandeberg
The Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps program at Humboldt High School is led by Col. Kreisel with the assistance of MSG Worthey and SFC Hurd. This is the second year for Humboldt’s JROTC.

Featured are some of the activities outside of school that students participate in. Above and left; students at Camp Ripley are going through an obstacle course and arriving at the camp. Shown right; students at Holman Field where students learn about helicopter flying in class and then can experience flying in one of the Army helicopters.


SHARE AND CARE

Share and Care Special Friends is a community service program where students volunteer their time and friendship to different age groups and different needs. They bring flowers, candy, singing, dancing, and friendship to whoever they serve. They do not receive any grades, credits, money, and do not miss any school. They just practice the art of giving and that giving is gaining.

Shown are the many places they visit. Above and left are students at Greening the Great River Park project, to the right is Riverview and Roosevelt Elementary Schools where they delivered holiday gifts, clothes, and toys, and students at Wilder Residency. Other places not shown are Little Sisters, Dunedin High Rise, St. Kates, Hoika House, and much, much more. Thanks for all the work everyone has done and to advisor Gary Ales.
Bring A Friend
Giving Is Gaining!
"This year's yearbook staff have dealt a winning hand, putting together a terrific yearbook for Humboldt High School." - advisor Mrs. Atkinson.

Above, 1st row, L-R: Assistant Editors Sarah Haney and Eric Bobick, Computer Editor Jody Napier, Editor in Chief Brenda Matters.
2nd row, L-R: Steve Bobrowski, Wendy Quesada, Chris Foss.
Not shown: Becky Lee, Chue Feng Vang, Nadine VandenBosch, Amanda Peterson, and Katrina Heidenreich.

Right: Mrs. Atkinson, Yearbook Advisor and Mr. Klepperich, Financial Advisor
Our Colors In Triumph Flashing
Midst The Strains Of Victory
For Others Hopes We Are Dashing
Into Blue Obscurity-Rah Rah
Resistless Our Team Sweeps Onward
Midst The Fury Of Our Blast
We’ll Fight For The Name Of Humboldt
And Our Fame Will Always Last.

H-U-M-B-O-L-D-T H-U-M-B-O-L-D-T
HUMBOLDT HUMBOLDT
RAH RAH RAH RAH HUMBOLDT
"We lived through a tough rebuilding year. I am very proud of every player. It wasn’t an easy ten weeks. We looked to each other for support. We will definitely move up in the standings next season."

ABOVE: Where do you think your going? Rob Day and the punt team do their job.

ABOVE: “Set. Hit! Hit!” The Hawks offense drives down the field.

VARSITY FOOTBALL

CHEERLEADERS
Row 1 L-R: Shauna Skarda, Nicole Hogan, Lee Ann Kenny, Row 2 L-R: Sarah Haney, Melody Johnson, Amanda Peterson, Stacy Reed.
ABOVE: "Ends have outside containment." Coach Olson talks strategy with the defense.

ABOVE: "Oh my head! Rob Day gets up from a mean tackle.

ABOVE: Hip Hawk! The Hawk mascot riles up the crowd.

ABOVE: Dude's dippin'! Ian Cody runs for the endzone.

LEFT: The hawks defense is ready to charge.

JV FOOTBALL

9TH GRADE FOOTBALL
Row 1, L-R: David Vandenbosh, Jason Urra, Nick Molina, Steve Macias, Mike Sierra, Row 2, L-R: Dan Hinojosa, Abe Garcia, Tim Krause, Mike Clear, Marcos Reyes, Kevin Carlin, Author McFaggen, Kevin Arrigoni, Coach W. Warren.
All of my athletes were very dedicated throughout the season. When the going was tough they kept practicing and playing hard. I wish all my seniors the best of luck.

ABOVE: In your face! Liz Smith and Jody Napier

ABOVE: I got it...maybe not! Mari Tototzintle and Claudia Perez

ABOVE: The JV team is getting ready to play. Pam Bannie, Kathy Gunness, Melinda Huerta and Amy Luedke.

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

ROW 1: L. Smith, J. Napier, C. Perez, M. Tototzintle
ROW 2: A. Nelson, Z. Vang, T. Koehnan
ROW 3: A. Luedke, Coach Green, P. Bannie
ABOVE: Concentration! Annette Nelson gets ready to serve, she never misses.

LEFT: Break Time! The Varsity team takes a time out for some water...and a little pop.

ABOVE: Dig this! Liz Smith hits the ball at the opponents.

ABOVE: 1,2,3,TEAM! One last cheer before they hit the court.

JV VOLLEYBALL
ROW 1: Stacie Hosch, Melinda Huerta, Alison Kinsel, ROW 2: Coach Wollak, Amy Luedke, Nikki Piringer, Pam Bannie

9TH GRADE VOLLEYBALL
ROW 1: Lee Yang, Monica Fuentes, Shirley Perez, ROW 2: Stacie Hosch, Jenny Napier, Coach Hanson, Shari Skarda, Sara Smith
GIRLS SOCCER

Row 1, L-R: Kean Yoeun, Katrina Lee, Stacy Reed, Michelle Schussler, Sara Zamarripa.

Row 2, L-R: Jenny Herrera, Morgan Fierst, Stephanie Fogel, Andrea Moore, Marie Taylor, Elizabeth Loun, Chuayi Thao.

May the First Man to the Ball Win!

BOYS SOCCER

Row 1, L-R: Cesar Menjivar, Andy Dittrion, Na Thao, Neng Yang, Yom Som, Mohamed Ibrahim.

Row 2, L-R: Juan Verdin, Edwin Rojos, Pao Yang, Kou Hang, Wenceslao Garcia, Carter Xiong, Chue Feng Vang, Cha Vang.
GIRLS TENNIS

Row 1, L-R: Valerie Holland, Elizabeth Berres, Estralla Arreguin.
Row 2, L-R: Virginia Holland, Shannon Sapp.
Row 3, L-R: Coach Johnson, Valerie Arreguin.
"I am very proud of each runner. Each week we got stronger and faster. We all achieved "personal best" times in the Regions at Hastings. Nice Job!"

CROSS COUNTRY

ROW 1, L-R: Indira Addington, Tio Aiken, Nick Macias, Shanda Maurico.

ROW 2, L-R: Richard Kanavat, Jessica MaLave, Kirsten Fevoc, Jenny Elizondo, Jillian Butler, Adam Kinsel, Coach Ales.

ROW 3, L-R: Student Coach Wogen, Jolene Danner.
Scoreboards don’t always show the success of a team. Success is in how much we accomplish. The 1995 girls swim team improved their times and came together as a team. Nice job ladies!

GIRLS SWIMMING

Row-1 L.R. Katie Monsour, Desiree Chavez, Brenda Danner, Rebecca Charbeneau, Elizabeth McNamara, Molly Gleeson, Anna Vega, Miss Thames.

Row-2 L.R. Lisa Reed, Raquel Morales, Dawn Stoffel, Brandi Westeren, Amanda Tugwell, Allison Severson, Rose Franssen.
"We came, we saw, we scored! Great teams with great futures!"

**ADAPTED SOCCER**


MAROON DIVISION 1st row, L-R: Hector Ibarra, Ka Moua, Dan Johnson. 2nd row, L-R: Ted Dusterhoft, Dave Kaue, Dan Hugley, Steve Quayle, Joe Hugley. 3rd row, L-R: Gretchen Pearson, Bobby Cox, Sam Froemel, Tim Hausker, Jeff Shearen, Andy Austin.

**ADAPTED HOCKEY**


"Leave it on the floor!"

VARSITY BASKETBALL

CHEERLEADERS
Row 1 L-R: Erin Cochran, Becky Jensen
Row 2 L-R: Lee Ann Kenny
Not Pictured: Debra Smith

9TH GRADE BASKETBALL
"You gotta have heart!"

1, 2, 3, TEAM!!! The team gets together for one last cheer before the game.

Bring it on! Tania Galaviz puts the press on.

GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL

1st row, L-R: Taryn Baumgardner, Liz Smith.
2nd row, L-R: Tania Galaviz.
3rd row, L-R: Coach Brian Whitson, Daleny Savandy, Desiree Chavez, Annette Nelson, April Clarimont, Robyn Fready, Amanda Peterson, Head Coach Mytai Tenner.
Swish! Katrina Lee steps up to the line for free throws.

Get in there! April shoots for two.

Taryn puts in a lay-up for an easy two points.

Let's Go!! Liz Smith and April Clairmont do their thing before the game.

**JV GIRLS BASKETBALL**

**9TH GRADE GIRLS BASKETBALL**
HAWKS HOCKEY
"100 PERCENT"
RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWANCE


CHEERLEADERS
Bottom Row 1 L-R Kristin Scinnoca, Stacy Reed Row 2 L-R Amy Luedke, Nicole Hogan Row 3 L-R Shauna Skarda, Jessica Western
SAINT PAUL BLADES GIRLS HOCKEY
Humboldt students participating on the St. Paul Blades Girls Hockey Team are L-R, Nadine Vandenbosch, Coach Ms. Gebeke, and Brandi Western.


JUNIOR VARSITY 1st row, L-R: David Shelley, Mike Strom, John Ericksmoen, Bill Hozza, Ben Colice, Brian Nutzmann, Ben Witham, Justin Dockniak. 2nd row, L-R: Coach Randy McGrew, Duke Kennedy, Steve Bobrowski, Ben Bowen, Nick Cole, Thompson Bladgett, Dusty Thune, Aaron Swanson, Ian Peterschick, Shawn Maisel, Pete Mazanec, Justin Rangel, Geoff Kivel, Coach Dan Collins.
WRESTLING

The Humboldt Hawks wrestling team had a very young and small squad this year. They surprised a lot of teams with their determination and non-stop attitude. The freshmen should end up with a total of 30 varsity wins.

Front Row L-R, Steve Macias, Roy Roger, Kevin Carlin, Josh Johnson
Back Row L-R, Coach Bobick, Rafael Valle, Abe Garcia, Tony Cruz, Coach Nguyen

C heerleaders

Bottom, Virginia Holland
Second row, Crystal Brandt, Indira Addington
Top, Michelle Keppers
Not Shown, Coach Alice Rhines
BOYS SOCCER
1st row, L-R: Daryl Jorgenson, Mario Romo, Kong Her, Robert Harfield, Lee Vang.
2nd row, L-R: Delfino Martinez, Adan Espinoza, Nick Shreve, Eduardo Macouset, Domingo Laguanas, Kervy Sanchez, Jose Juan Torres, Alfredo Lopez, Wyatt Atchison, Raciel Guzman, Seng Her, Coach Mehus.

GIRLS SOCCER
1st row, L-R: Chen Xiong, Gladys Asuncion, Kia Moua, Maich Xiong.
2nd row, L-R: Shaw Thao, Xia Moua, Vandee Yang, Lydia Kdeltelson, Mai Yang.
3rd row, L-R: Sara Steckman, Colleen Hageman, Coach Adam, Cassandra Drinnin, Ciara Legato.

GIRLS BASKETBALL
1st row, L-R: Candace Hobbs, Cynthia Maas, Melissa Calkins, Caitlin Fierst, Reyna Garcia, Yolanda Valle, Colleen Hageman.
2nd row, L-R: Coach Alice Rhines, Rosalina Monteze, Cristina Macis, Christina Duncanson, Lucia Mendez, Jenny Elizondo, Nicole Rodrigues, Lydia Kettelson, Nana Zamora, Coach Rick Estrada.
PLAYERS SCORE TO WIN

W I L D

C A R D S

TIME OUT!
In Memory of Mr. John Ettlinger

Mr. John Ettlinger, a teacher, assistant principal and principal of Humboldt High School for more than 38 years, died December 30, 1995 at age 65.

Mr. Ettlinger, who retired in June, had a lifelong interest in sports, particularly hockey. He played goaltender in high school and college, and coached hockey at Humboldt until he became an administrator. He officiated for years at hockey, baseball, football, and volleyball.

He was not only known for his interest in sports but for being a big booster for Humboldt. "He was proud of the kids on the West Side and did everything he could to enhance the school and students' self worth," said his wife.

We are very thankful for all the work he's done for Humboldt and will miss him greatly.

You Made A Difference-
Thanks!
Mr. Olson, Health/
Physical Education

He reminded everyone continuously to "tell me if you see something that needs to be improved, tell the world about the good things." Mr. Ettlinger devoted himself to Humboldt students and the Humboldt community by always promoting what was good at Humboldt and working to improve.

Ms. Hopen
World Languages/French
Yang, Stephanie, 55
Yang, Teng, 55
Yang, Yue, 38, 76
Yang, Yee, 49
Yang, Yer, 55
Yang, Yia, 32
Yang, Yi, 49
Yang, Yuan, 38, 76
Yan, Ling, 49
Yang, Yin, 49
Yan, V.1
Yankeer, W.2
Yehnk, R.2
Wiegel, N.2
Williams, Xiong, 43
Xiong, Dong, 43
Xiong, Maicho, 55
Xiong, Maly, 55
Xiong, Mee, 49
Xiong, Merry, 55
Xiong, Pa, 38
Xiong, Pao, 38
Xiong, Pheng, 33
Xiong, Robert, 38
Xiong, Thai, 38
Xiong, Tony, 49
Xiong, Wang, 55
Xiong, Yer, 55
Yang, Chong, 49
Yang, Chor, 49
Yang, David, 43
Yang, Emily, 49
Yang, Fue, 33
Yang, Glenda, 49, 79
Yang, Jay, 43
Yang, Kim, 38
Yang, Kong, 49
Yang, Kou, 55
Yang, Kou, 55
Yang, Lee, 38
Yang, Mai, 38
Yang, Mai, 49
Yang, Mary, 43, 74, 75
Yang, Merry, 55, 75
Yang, Minne, 43, 75, 78
Yang, Nancy, 49
Yang, Nathan, 55, 75
Yang, Neng, 91
Yang, Nou, 44
Yang, Pa, 44
Yang, Paa, 55
Yang, Pahoua, 44
Yang, Pao, 33, 78, 91
Yang, Paul, 49
Yang, Peng, 44
Yang, Phang, 44
Yang, Pheng, 33
Yang, Soua, 33, 79
Yang, Theres, 49, 75
Yang, Vande, 55, 103
Yang, Wong, 49
Yang, Xai, 44, 78
Yang, Xeng, 33
Yang, Xiu, 44
Yang, Xue, 38, 75
Yang, Yang, 49
Yang, Yeng, 44
Yang, Yia, 49
Yankoev, Andy, 33
Yguerade, Hector, 44
Yoeun, Kean, 33, 73, 74, 76, 90
York, Martin, 33
You, Sammang, 44, 74, 75, 76, 78
Young, Eric, 55
Younghawk, Desiree, 55
Yussuf, Mohamed, 44
Zamarrupa, Daniella, 49
Zamarrupa, Sara 38, 79, 81, 90
Zambrano, Guadalupe, 38
Zamora, Ermelinda, 50, 81
Zamora, Juan, 55
Ziemann, Kevin, 44
Zuniga, Adam, 55
Zuniga Jr., Arturo 55
Zwinger, Elizabeth 50

**FACULTY**

Adam, Peter, 58, 103
Ales, Gary, 58, 93
Anderson, Jayme, 58, 74
Andrews, Chris, 58
Argo, Lucie, 58
Atkinson, Valerie, 58, 84
Backberg, Kathy, 58
Bellows, Bernadette, 58
Berg, Rose, 58
Bianco, Mimi, 58
Bobrowski, Sue, 60
Castillo, Hector, 58
Cejudo, Salomou, 58
Christian, Russ, 58, 99
Christensen, Peter, 58
Christopherson, Rebecca, 58
Cobbins, David, 58
Cobbins, Peggy, 58
Collins, Dan, 56, 100, 101
Conway, Michael, 58
Coughlin, Christine, 58
Danielson, Christopher, 58, 76
Danner, Jill, 58, 78
Dresen, Mary, 58
Ekbald, John, 58
Ekbald, Michael, 59
Elizondo, Steve, 59
Escobar, Joanne, 59
Estada, Ricardo, 59, 103
Fuller, Kathy, 59, 72
Galigan, Nancy, 59
Garcia, Marilyn, 59
Garza, David, 59
Garza, Teresa, 59
Gaslin, Martin, 59
Gebeke, Jill, 59, 90
Hanssen, Nora, 59
Hardy, Marjorie, 59
Helfrich, Douglas, 59
Helisek, Linda, 59
Hennessy, Jack, 58
Herbert, Lisa, 59, 74, 75
Hilker, Anita, 60
Hodak, Mary, 59
Hodges, Carolyn, 59
Hofmann, Tim, 59
Hopman, Diane, 59, 72, 74
Hunter, Char, 59
Hurd, Douglas, 59, 81
Johnson, Linda, 59
Jonas, Jeff, 59
Jordan, Mary, 60
Juaire, Dennis, 59
Kelsch, Margaret, 59
Kleperich, Bob, 84
Kohl, Arlys, 60
Kriese, Buzz, 59, 81
La Croix, Joe, 58
Lang, Jeremy, 59
Larkey, Pat, 59, 78
Le Vasseur, Jeff, 59
Logan, Sunshine, 60
Lucio, Larry, 57
Lutsey, Mike, 60
Luttrell, Robert, 60
Madden, Jennifer, 73, 74
Manchester, Larry, 60
Martin, Catherine, 60
Mau, John, 60
Mc Cann, Debra, 60
McDonough, Coleman, 60, 97
Mc Millan, Preston, 60
Mc Quillan, Billie, 60
Mehus, Noel, 58, 60
Mergens, David, 60
Milles, Richard, 60, 74
Moore, Jon, 60
Moran, Maria, 60
Morrissey, Michael, 60
Moua, Bong, 60
Olson, Jim, 60
Perez, Eustolia, 60
Perry, Delshea, 60
Portz, Sue, 60
Ransom, Alan, 60
Remackel, Angie, 60
Rhines, Alice, 60, 103
Riano, Nestor, 61
Riano, Nestor Jr., 61
Riley, Sheri, 61
Rodriguez, Monica, 61
Severson, Jan, 61, 76
Sharer, Julie, 61
Sheehan, Cheri, 61
Scheidt, Dean, 61
Sibley, Sue, 61
Southward, Bruce, 61
Steigau, Maria, 61
Tebbutt, Adam, 61
Tesch, Jennifer, 61
Tschida, Albert, 61
Thao, Kathleen, 61
Thao, Neng, 61
Thorson, Phil, 61
Tiller, Janet, 61
Treviso, Noemi, 61
Tweedten, Michael, 61
Um, Ream, 61
Wagner, Paula, 61
Walker, Kathleen, 61
Warren, Wardell, 61
Wert, Jack, 61
Whipple, Gary, 61
Wiley, Lou, 61
Worthy, Howard, 61, 81
Wulf, Richard, 61
Yoder, Leslie, 61

10 Top Ten Thanks From Yearbook Staff.

1. To all the students who purchased a 1996 Humboldt yearbook.
2. To everyone who contributed.
3. Community supporters.
4. Yearbook staff and editors for their dedication and time.
5. Andy Hedstrom Josten's Sales Representative.
7. Photographer's Guild
8. Humboldt Guidance Career Room
9. LifeTouch Underclass Photos
10. To anyone we may have missed, THANK YOU!!
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Plan Ahead

Start planning ahead for your education, a car or that special occasion.
Open a savings account at Cherokee State Bank!

1. Youth Passbook Savings. Cherokee’s special Passbook Savings Account for people 17 years of age or younger. Opening deposit of $25 or more and no monthly service fee.

2. Certificates of Deposit. Great rate and terms. Just the place to build and save for the future.

Stop by Cherokee State Bank or call 227-7071 for current rates on savings accounts and certificates.

Cherokee State Bank
Tradition, Strength and Service
607 South Smith / 227-7071

Equal Housing Lender
999 Village Center Drive / 483-5

West Side Hair Care
612-225-4597

450 So. Robert St. St. Paul, MN 55107
CONCORD DRUG COMPANY

Makes Good Medicine
State and Concord
With Our Own In-Store Computerized Prescription Service
Owner: Ward Mens, President of Humboldt’s Class of ‘58

MEXICAN & LATIN FOOD
EL BURRITO MERCADO

• Deli
• Restaurant
• Meat
• Bakery
• Music / Gifts

Mexican & Latin Grocery
Retail & Wholesale
Owners:
Tomas Silva & Maria Silva
175 Concord Street
St. Paul, MN 55107
(612) 227-2192
Fax: (612) 227-2411
Hours:
Mon – Sat 8 to 6 • Sun 8 to 6

LETS NETWORK TOGETHER

TNT is a youth-driven organization that works with teens who are committed to improving their school and the West Side community, through committee service projects.

Some committees are:
S.H.O.C - Students Helping Our Children
T.R.O.O.S - Teens Running Our Own Streets
and many more.

Much Luck and Congrats to the Class of 1996!
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Sending This Year’s Seniors Out in Style

646-3239

THE PHOTOGRAFHER’S GUILD

20 years of great shots

161 Snelling Ave. N. • St. Paul, MN

Looking Forward to Next Year!
We’ve known each other for so long,
While others have come and gone
It’s hard to believe the end is near,

But soon it will be very clear
Everyone’s off on their own way,
With only the memories of today.
Two Hearts Beat As One

Queen Liz Smith
King Josh Putrzewski

April 27, 1996

The Junior Class Executive Board organized another wonderful prom. It was held at Metro State's Great Hall. The theme was "Music of the Night" from The Phantom of the Opera, with red, black, and white as themecolors. Participation continues to increase every year with 140 people attending this year.

"Music of the Night"
10 Top Seniors of 1996

1. “Creating a balance between work and play is the key to success!”
   - Zoua Vang

2. “Ability will enable a person to get to the top, but it takes character to keep them there.”
   - Jesse Tejeda

   - Chinese proverb
   - Chuayi Thao

4. “If you’re too busy to help those around you, you’re too busy.”
   - Amy Hughes

5. “Faith gives you peace for the past, grace for the present, and hope for the future.”
   - Brenda Matters

6. “I like long walks, especially when they are taken by people who annoy me.”
   - Tyler Diaz

7. “Remember that no matter what accomplishments you make, somebody helps you.”
   - Jody Napier

8. “Without struggle there is no progress.”
   - Cristin McCurdy

9. “You can’t rob Peter to pay Paul!” (Mr. Tweeton)
   - Nadine VandenBosch

10. “None of us is as smart as all of us!”
    - Dan Buckentin
Congratulations
We entered Humboldt as shy, quiet freshmen, trying to find out who we were. The more that we became involved in school and activities, the more confidence we gained in ourselves and our abilities. As time progressed, we learned to balance and succeed in all aspects of our lives. The size and closeness of our school have enabled us to work together and achieve our respectable status. As seniors, we have become individuals within our group. We've overcome our faults to become models of success.

“The men and women who got to the top were those who did the jobs they had in hand, with everything they had of energy and enthusiasm and hard work.”

- Harry S. Truman

Graduates!
This year's spring play was presented for three days, April 18, 19, & 20. It consisted of "The Empty Chair," "The Cry of Crows," & "Everything Changes." The plays were co-directed by Simon Pena and Linda Helisek. Shown above are members of the cast. First row, l-r: Valerie Holland, Amanda Peterson, Stacy Reed, Richard Uber, Kristen Adams, Nikki Picotte. Second row, l-r: Andrea Moore, Lee Ann Kenney, Jolene Danner, Virginia Holland, Kathy Gunness.
This year's Variety Show once again was a night of comedy, talent, and enjoyment. The show featured 14 acts ranging from singing and dancing, to acting. The seniors went back into time dancing to the oldies, and even the teachers had their night of fame. As pictured on this page, there were solos done by Eve Tugwell, Amanda Peterson, and Mena Solima; duets by Mari Tototzintle and Tina Castillo, Mai Lee and Mao Lo; and skits done by Indira Addington, Virginia Holland, and Jolene Danner.
Juan and Jerry work together to tag 'em out.

Tyler Diaz works hard behind the plate.

Jesse Tejeda comes in from a hard inning.

VARSITY BASEBALL Back Row L-R Mike Sontoja, Jesse Tejeda, Tyler Diaz, Rob Day, Mathan Mendez, Coach J. Mauer, Bottom Row L-R, Juan Reyes, Chris Foss, Jerry Melgar, Brian Wetzel, Fernando Montanez, Josh Putzenski.
Constructive criticism is given by Coach Mauer between innings.

Tyler comes to the mound for a conference with Josh.
Annette Nelson pitching another great game for the Hawks.

Betsy Baker's working hard behind the plate.

VARSI TY SOFTBALL
Row 1, L-R: Left Fielder, Nadine VandenBosch; Coach Green, Third Baseman, Betsy Baker; Row 2, L-R: Pitcher, Annette Nelson; Center Fielder, Amy Luedke; Right Fielder, Shaun Skarda; Row 3, L-R: Catcher, Taryn Baumgardner; Shortstop, Liz Smith; Second Baseman, Jody Napier; First Baseman, Erin Kinsel

With these nine players, Humboldt's softball team took third place in the Como Park tournament on May 4, defeating Concordia Academy 3–1 and Minneapolis South 14–8.
Jody Napier taking a water break.

Amy Luedke just loves softball.

Taryn Baumgardner doing smart base running.

JV SOFTBALL
Row 1, L-R: Amanda Hagman, Melody Johnson, Amy Halloran, Row 2, L-R: Katrina Lee, Pam Bannie, Linda Gonzalez, Krissy Tonn, Row 3, L-R: Coach Olson, Tina Castillo, Celena Flores, Melinda Huerta, Mari Tototzimle

9th GRADE SOFTBALL
Row 1, L-R: Monica Fuentes, Krista Garvie, Row 2, L-R: Lacey Flaherty, Yasmin Garcia, Ricarda Salas, Row 3, L-R: Coach Hanson, Sheri Skarda, Jenny Napier, Amanda Tugwell, Morgan Fierst

JR.HIGH SOFTBALL
Row 1, L-R: Beth Fish, Rose Franssen, Teri Moryan, Becky Garza, Jillian Butler, Row 2, L-R: Colleen Hageman, Dawn Stoffel, Melissa Loun, Nana Zamora, Allison Severson, Caitlin Fierst, Coach Monica Rodriguez
"Practice Hard, Play Hard, No Regrets!"
"Hole In One!!!
Mr. Tweeton's
Extraordinary
Play."

GIRLS GOLF TEAM: From L-R: Coach Mr. Gaslin, Virginia Holland, Marie Taylor, Jessica McCurdy, Stephanie Fogel, Jackie Brownlee, Jolene Danner, Brenda Danner, Elizabeth McNamara.

We were a young team with three great seniors, with hard work we can build a good team!

Chuayi Thao smashes the birdie down.

Ka Ying Yang gets set for the kill.

Carter with a nice backhand.

Arthur McFaggan is doing the tennis dance.

Nalie Ly shows us her serve.

GIRLS BADMINTON TEAM: 1st row, l-r: Mao Lu, Ly Xiong, Yiai Yang, Na Thao, Tou Lea Lor, Bae Hang. 2nd row, l-r: Nalie Ly, Belin Cabrera, Shelly Yang, Xai Lor, Estrella Arreguin, Tria Thao, Mai Thao, Maytau Taoh, Kow Lee Her, Mena Solima, Thao Ke Vang, Coach Ferraro.

BOYS TENNIS TEAM: 1st row, l-R: Thai Xiong, Ye Moua, Carter Xiong, Via Yang, Na Thao, Tou Lea Lor, Bae Hang. 2nd row, l-R: Chong Vang, Lao Lu Xiong, Insa Soua Yang, Yom Som, Chong You, Albert Vue. 3rd row, l-R: Coach Alex, John Gamble, Pete Saad, Yae Vang, Anthony McFaggan, Minne Vang, Chad Johnson, Miguel Villegas.
JR. HIGH BASKETBALL

JUNIOR HIGH BOYS BASKETBALL: Row 1: Phillip Lopez, Darren Aceredo, Frank Huerta, Phillip Maguire, John Medellin, Tino Luna, Daryl Jorgenson, Row 2: Coach Ric Estrada, Jacob Conway, Jimmy Beaulieu, John Thompson, Nick Hochule, Lance Hartwig, Assistant Coach Dave Garza

JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS BASKETBALL: Front Row: Yara Gaona, Sonia Huerta, Middle Row: Jillian Butler, Teri Mayn, Becky Garza, Tanya Mayn, Back Row: Coach Diane Hanson, Daun Stoffel, Katie Monsour, Jennifer Elizondo

ADAPTED SPORTS

"A Young Team Looking Forward To Future Success"

POHI ADAPTED SOFTBALL: Front Row(L-R): Joe Hugley, Steve Quayle, Dan Hugley, Ted Dusterhoft, Dave Kaup, Back Row(L-R): Paula Wagner, Dennis Flanigan, Jeff Seharen, Steve Bourgoin, Melvin Freeman, Don Wirth, Sam Froemel, Nick Tessmer, Dan Johnson, Yorel Sandlin, Hector Ibarra, Tim Hausler, Andy Austin

ADAPTED SOFTBALL: Back Left: Darren Yerama, Anthony Verdeja, Veng Vue, Janet Wasmundt, James Thompson, Gary Gansfus, Carrie Wasmundt, Thomas Foley, Artis, Front Row: Dayne Nygaard, Nicole Krenner, Keenan Krick, Rebecca Gjerde, Rollie Engler, Stevie Kelly, Chris Flowers
A Word From the Editors

Jody Napier
Computer Editor

This year has been filled with many activities keeping my days very busy. Working on the yearbook staff as one of the editors, has helped me learn how to manage my time. With such a small staff deadlines are sometimes hard to make. I would like to thank all of the students who helped us meet the deadlines this year, for their hard work and dedication. If you like to take pictures, draw, or write, join the 1997 yearbook staff and put your input into next year’s yearbook. It’s a fun experience and a great way to get involved.

Strategy Pays Off!

Brenda Matters
Editor-In-Chief

Working on the yearbook has been a fun, rewarding, challenging, and busy time. Through meeting deadlines, taking pictures, creating layouts, arranging team pictures, and spending some times 2 hours a day. Seeing the final version at the end of the year is definitely worth everything that we put in. I would like to thank Jody for all of the time and dedication she put in, and all of the other students who contributed to the book. We couldn’t have done it without you! I urge everyone to join the yearbook staff next year, it’s exciting and full of memories.